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The Importance of Journalism
By Zachary Wargo
For most people, we all need a way to
tell people how we really feel or what we are
thinking in the moment. Journalism is very
important for many reasons, thanks to the
generation we live in that includes plenty of
technology.
The aspect that makes journalism
unique is that it makes us tell our side of the
story and that we can get other people’s
perspectives with interviews and tell the
community what is going on within our city
and school. While journalism is different than
essay writing, we actually get to decide what
to write on, which for myself, I enjoy the
most.
Journalism is one of the most
important assets we had then, and we still
have it today. Thanks to journalism, we know
what is going on in the news that involves
politics, sports, weather, scandals, and
editorials where other people can write their
opinions on certain topics.
I thoroughly enjoy sports journalism
the most since you can tell the story through
your own eyes,

and get interviews with athletes that
experience the action first hand. Sports
journalism is what I look forward to writing
about each week, it’s very important to get
stories out weekly so students like you can
know what is going on with the sports
around Gallup High. I look forward to
reporting basketball games once the season
gets underway in early December.
Today we need all types of
journalism in our world, which includes
knowing what is going on in society. It’s
important than ever to know what is going on
in our country as most of us are growing
older and have to pay more attention to the
news. For example, years ago, the OJ
Simpson trial intrigued people. Society
reacted, and people were engrossed in the
details of the trial. Getting the facts correct
and a different perspective on stories helps
the audience realize how important a
situation is.
Finally, it’s my honor each week to
be a sports reporter for Gallup high and a
writer for the school. I look forward to
publishing each week as I enjoy journalism
as it’s important for the students and the
teachers to know what is going on around the
school, as well as our community.
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Sports Scores Report
Volleyball
Aztec 0- Gallup 3
Shiprock 3- Gallup 0
Soccer
Girls: Kirtland 7- Gallup 4
Boys: Kirtland 10- Gallup 0
Football
Miyamura 9- Gallup 3

Doodle of the Week: “Dragon Eye”
Valerie Rodriguez

The History of Halloween
By Caleb Barney
Dark, spooky and laughter of joy
we see and hear in the streets on a scary
night. Children dressed up in funny, cute
and scary looking outfits with a smile on
their faces when they are given treats.
Houses decorated in spider webs,
scarecrow posts, and gravestones in their
own front yard. People celebrating the
most terrifying and thrilling holiday of all,
which is known as All Hallows Eve, a.k.a.
Halloween.
A tradition that started long ago,
nowadays people think this tradition is fun
for all ages, but they do not know the
origin story of Halloween. The website of
Ebook states that it began in the 17th
hundreds where witchcraft, unnatural and
monstrous events had occur in this period
which was known as “The Dark Ages”.
Before they name it “Halloween”, it was
mostly known as a “All Saint’s Day”, a
Catholic holiday.
In this timeline people didn’t
celebrate much on this holiday because
they thought it was Satanism that kept all
of them afraid of the devil. Samhein was
mostly the word describe for Satanic
festivals which was meant to be a
celebration of the end of harvest season
and the new beginning of winter.
It was believed that the ghosts of
the dead will return to our world on the
night of all hallows eve.

Pilgrims banned the pagan holiday
and later in 1845 Irish immigrants came here
and change the holiday into a fun way
instead. Since it is said that ghosts and spirits
come into this world, a group of Celts
believed scaring away the ghosts and the
spirits by dressing up as one of them.

Meme of the Week from Guest Editor:
Ms. MacLean

Cross Country Update
By Celine Nez
Gallup High XC team ran a meet this past
weekend (The Curtis Williams Invite). 28
teams showed up, 16 high school teams, and 12
middle school teams. Coach Nez thought the
meet ran great and even though the team did
not have a placing, he says “we still have time
to work on getting healthy and faster.” The first
runner for the girls varsity on GHS, Celine Nez,
took 10th place with the time of 21:26. The
second was Yanibah taking 27th with the time
of 22:39. For the JV girls, Jaymi Watson, came
in 9th with a time of 25:53 and coming in
second for the JV team was Eutisha Chee
taking 17th and the time of 27:09. For the boys
varsity, Rylie Begay, took 18th with the time of
18:18, and running with a hip injury. The
second runner was Quentin Richards coming in
21st place with a time of 18:26. For the JV
boys, Derek Spencer, coming at 6th with the
time of 20:13, and Mason Chee coming in 8th
with the time of 20:17. Shout out to Zach
Wargo for running his first Varsity meet this
past weekend.

Halloween Time: By Danielle Spencer

